THE ARTS
Our Town tour of the little village,
we are introduced to people who
might as well have 'Town Character"
pasted on their foreheads.
Magical moments are registered
visually by such scenes as one in
which newspapers are flung into the
air and scatter across a blue-blue
sky like birds, to inspiring string
music. Action is moved along with
self-consciously cute scenes, such
as one in which oldsters come, into
a store to buy ammunition to defend
beanfielder Mondragon. The camera
gives us face after weatherbeaten
face asking for different brands of
ammo, until finally the last face asks
for a can of food...and a box of ammo.
"Dum-du/n!" goes the soundtrack, an
upbeat over-and-out cue. This kind
of pacing and editing borders on ultrasafe, made-for-TV-movie cuing.
Risks and results: Redford gambled plenty in the making of Milagro.
It took him years to first gain rights
(from coproducer Moctesuma Esparza) and then pull the production
together. The town where he wanted
to film in New Mexico decided—in
a neat recapitulation of the movie's
theme—that they didn't want bigTheMilagro Beanfield War. so buffed, so cuddly, so very smug that it seems to congratulate itself. Above, Carlos Riquelme and Roberto Carricart.
time money disturbing their peace.
career) only feeds it. But in life and He began production slightly uphill,
in the art that moves us to empathy, without a cast or working script.
politics both shapes and is shaped Post-production problems blew the
by culture and character, and can't originally small-budget production
be neatly separated from story with- into one of the bigger^rckekitems
out losing its grounding in experi- of the year.
~
ence.
Redford gambled everywhere but
This movie falls back on generic where it counted, on authenticity.
icon for this movie, which bounced eccentricity of a culture not under- character cliches (bad bankers, cor- Now he's got a small mqvJe-wtee'
The Milagro Beanfield War
Directed by Robert Bedford
back from setback after setback in stood by another culture. It's about rupt politicians, quaint aged towns- budget doesn't show up on screen
production and, on screen, refuses acceptable mysticism in our time, folk, tempestuous spitfire women). and which, pace Blades, does have
to let viewers get too depressed, en- and it's about the decimation of a And the multinational Latin cast its parallels to The Color Purple. Like
By Pat Aufderheide
gaged or, indeed, too anything.
never overcomes its generic interna- Spielberg's film, it refers more to
culture because of profit."
HIS IS NOT GOING TO BE THE
The basic plot and characters are
But the movie never risks present- tional flavor to convince us that other movie conventions than it
Latin equivalent of The still (after some back-and-forth be- ing audiences with the experience we're watching a community with does to the texture of the experience
Color Purple" boasted Pan- tween author Nichols and screen- of the culture that is not being under- ancient local roots and traditions. and culture of its subjects.
amanian singer-composer writer David Ward) anchored to stood. Instead it translates the mag- Brazilian star Sonia Braga's distincThe Milagro Beanfield War is a
Ruben Blades to American Film,
ical power of a mountain subculture tive accent slips through despite her film you don't hate and you don't
while he was still on location for The
into mainstream-movie cliches of labored efforts to resyncopate her love. Of course, just for that reason
Milagro Beanfield War. In Robert
quaintly quirky characters and story English, although awful lines don't it may be a long-range if mediumRedford's interpretation of the John Nichols' 1974 book, written, in Nich- gambits.
give her any help. "What good is a cool market success. It's the kind of
Nichols cult-classic novel, Blades ols' own words, as'a "radical novel." Politics takes a backseat: The hometown if everyone you know is film that people feel obscurely guilty
plays the local sheriff in a small New In a small New Mexico village, Chic- plot creaks as it alternates between gone?" she laboriously articulates. for not having loved more, the kind
Mexico Chicano community.
ino fanner, husband and father Joe the good guys (the pro-beanf ield fac- The pros' performances clash not- of film for which those adjectives of
Well, if not The Color Purple, how Mondragon (Chick Vennera) illegally tion) and the bad guys (the bankroll- iceably with the look and demeanor displaced or obligatory emotion—
about Fiddler on the Roof meets It's irrigates his deceased father's ers and the bimbo with a heart of of the locals, who decorate scenes "heartwarming," or "uplifting"—are
a Wonderful Life in the old-style Dis- parched beanfield.
g
gold, who Melanie Griffith valiantly like framed paintings on a wall. perfectly appropriate.
ney studios?
The action triggers community tries to make human). Splashes are Christopher Walken camps up a vil- ©1988 Pat Aufderheide
I do feel churlish picking on this controversy over the key resources added of local color, spectacular lain part that's written to be flintily
movie. Phrases like "uplifting," "life- of land and water. And it openly chalscenery and references to spiritual macho; he seems to be playing the
affirming" and "Capra-esque" dot re- lenges the plans of encroaching de- presence (icons, and a visiting angel, John Waters' version of this movie.
viewers' blurbs, and it seems to go velopers who want to turn the bean- played with father-knows-best The one actor who looks like he beright along with Easter bunnies and field into a golf course and the town aplomb by Robert Carricart).
longs in a movie from the Nichols
spring blossoms. In a world short on into a resort. Hot-blooded car
"There's probably a little bit more book—although he's not given much
good news and multiplexes littered mechanic Ruby (SoniaBraga)bullies accident in the film than in the to work with—is superb Mexican
with movies like D.O.A, it ought to the townsfolk and depressed liberal book," Redford said, "because other- character actor Carlos Riquelme,
be at least heartwarming that a star lawyer Charley (John Heard) into the wise it gets political, and I don't be- who plays patriarch Amarante.
the likes of Robert Redford wants to fray against thuggish developers, lieve in being too overtly political in
Stylistically, Milagro never moves
film a boldly polemical novel and their sycophantic hangers-on and film. The politics should take a back- off Ihe mainstream dime, the spot
celebrate southwest Chicano cul- political toadies.
seat to the more major things for an held by easy-to-read movies that can
ture.
The novel, if not great literature, audience, which are story and be shown on airplanes and watched
But The Milagro Beanfield War is had vitality that drew on social and character."
by three generations in a living room
so buffed, so cuddly, so very smug political conflicts and an engageThat division between politics and without raising an eyebrow or rufflthat it seems to congratulate itself, ment with southwest and Chicano experience is familiar, and self-con- ing expectations. (One of the ironies
leaving little necessity for a viewer culture. That was, apparently, what sciously "radical" art that moralizes of the movie year has to be this
to do so. The gaily jumping figure in attracted Redford to the'project, in the name of political righteous- movie's "R" rating, which comes
the ads (can you hear "Zippedy-doo- since he, in the same American Film ness (a tendency that Nichols hasn't from three glancing uses of the "f'
dah" in the background?) is the right article, said, "Milagro is about the been immune to over his publishing word.) As the movie opens with an

Redford's Milagro doesn't add up to
of beans in this crazy world
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M E D I A B E A T

Non-profit groups
making waves
By Marvin Wanetick

E

VERY WEEKDAY MORNING AT 10
o'clock, an announcer
comes on public radio station WDET-FM to let Detroit's hip community know that it's
time for the Dave Dixon Program.

Part of this morning ritual is
familiar to listeners of virtually
every public radio and television
station in the country, the roll call
of underwriters. In this case, it's
Sam's Jams record shop, Mark Keller's boutiques...and the Physicians
for Social Responsibility (PSR),
"dedicated to world peace and the
prevention of nuclear war."
It makes sense for certain retailers to want to reach Dave Dixon's
audience, but most "progressive"
organizations have trouble enough
buying coffee for the next meeting.
Isn't it strange that a non-profit
public interest group should underwrite an entertainment program?
"We shouldn't PSR be as popular
as Sam's Jams?" asks Dr. Marc
Lindy, a suburban podiatrist and
member of the PSR's Detroit chapter. "Name recognition is the key
'"fo success for groups like ours.
"I've been a fan of Dave Dixon
since the '60s," says Lindy. "When
f heard his show needed another
underwriter, I thought it was a great
opportunity for PSR. Dave has a diverse audience of about 11,000
every day, and a lot of them will be
glad to learn that a group like PSR
exists."
Fund, fund, fund: PSR is a national organization whose threefold purpose, according to its bylaws, is to provide the medical
community with accurate scientific
data, to alert the public to the
health dangers of the nuclear arms
race, and to develop support for
programs that promote effective
disarmament and peace.
Lindy believes PSR's underwriting has already achieved results.
"We have at least a dozen new
members directly from the underwriting. And people see a PSR
sticker on my car and ask, 'Isn't that
the group on the Dave Dixon
ShowT A woman who had just
moved here from Nevada called to
get a referral to a PSR doctor because she appreciated what we
were doing."
The PSR underwriting monies
come from special fund-raising activities among its 600 local members and not from the group's treasury. "I went 'door-to-door' by
phone asking members to contribute one day's underwriting—
$38.50—until I raised three month's
worth," Lindy recalls.
Dixon's program is a natural for
underwriting by a "progressive" organization. A veteran of what was

known as progressive FM rock'n'roll in the late '60s, Dixon's public
radio reincarnation has attracted
critical acclaim and a loyal audience for its eclectic blend of new
age, jazz and rock'n'roll music accompanied by his wry sense of
humor.
Non-profit underwriting is a generally new phenomenon nationwide. The Natural Resources Defense Council is an underwriter for
National Public Radio's All Things
Considered and Morning Edition
newscasts. According to Nathan

RADIO
Shaw, director of the Development
Exchange, a Washington, D.C.based clearinghouse for public
broadcasting fund-raising information, there are other local non-profits acting as underwriters, but so
rarely that there are no statistics
available. "They're not even a blip
on our radar screen," says Shaw.
"We focus on underwriting by
major commercial firms."
For Dixon and WDET Development Director Mary Zatina, PSR's
participation is in line with a new
station policy of broadening the
existing underwriting base. "Since
PSR started with Dave," reports
Zatina, "we've had two local nonprofit groups—a neighborhood association and a private schoolsign up as underwriters."
Bottom-line time: Lindy has
tried to convince other area

"peace" groups to emulate PSR, but
so far without success. "Public
broadcasting covers the activities
and airs the public service announcements of public interest
groups more than any other media.
We owe it our support."
So far, PSR's participation has
generated little reaction among
WDET's listeners, but public interest group underwriting might
hold potential for controversy,
either over the politics of the underwriter or the good taste of the
underwriting message.
Says Zatina, "No, we wouldn't accept the Nazi party or the Ku Klux
Klan as underwriters, but in general
we assess what is appropriate and
in good taste for our listeners, i did
check out the PSR underwriting
with the station's general manager."
Another trend to watch in public
broadcasting is the implementation of a 1984 Federal Communications Commission ruling permitting public stations to charge nonprofits for traditionally free Public
Service Announcements (PSAs).
According to Development Exchange Director Shaw, KNPR in Las
Vegas has already implemented
this new policy. "I think it's going
to be a widely used management
tool to help sort out all the requests
stations get for free time. This way,
the non-profits that want the PSAs
the most will be on the air."
If they can afford to pay for the
time. If this trend catches on, nonprofits may have to consider how
important public broadcasting is to
the success of their organizations.
And public interest groups may be
forced to take new interest in the
bottom line.
[•]
Marvin Wanetick is a Detroit-area
freelance writer.
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Call "General Hospital"
Soap operas and sitcoms were running out of stashed seripte,
the Writers Guild of America, the union for screenwriters, was sip
on strike in the third week of April. Management's fear: thatwttgr
could get restless, and leave their favorite shows. That could leapt
networks, already quaking with ratings drops, paying back up to
$100 million to advertisers to adjust rates for falling audiences.
The Guild was far more unified than three years ago, when a
short strike ended in capitulation on major issues. EnfowenifRl' 'd.
measures such as expulsion from toe union and 110 percent SB^for scab writing and $§00i fines for failure to
helped keep member? onthe straight and narrow,
didn't come frop policing alone. New executive director J|fl||
ton, who has stressed respect for writers as well as ne
has own support from different groups witiiin fe
Writers were angry that the recent
contract-gave in on a crucial issue for them,
writers were fighting an Industry rollback proposal: to
siduals payments based on gross revenues rather than
rate on one-hour TV shows, They also wanted more
foreign sales, which have increased dramatically, and
control—presence op the set, farixarflplei and the chance^J^
back unproduced script,
; '/vO^y..'
The issues involved In:
dustry.
about power and long-range shiftsin the'becomes
ers

before fte ratiiip|i|||;

No Time, Rfbi
support the arts more—even if it fiiartf a imif ta*
*--* -*"•?-.. &*•<*?:"". •^•*.;-i^ •V«:;«:Va^::::%..?1 ' ;-•«;• .•;<-:. f"»"'-t.i-,f".. ..W.y:- '^'"' -:.,

•im''it^idi;i-:^o1^l^'^.~^{^irM'"
people in ;tiiejsBr^'X^l^<$^|»^p^1
was "don't have <
has increased more than six hours >

Bigger, Not Better
Two giant cable companies, United Cable TV and i
Communications, recently merged,,
Entertainment the third largest cable operator in
well as the largest movie theater chain. Tfc 1
either one of the companies directly involved, but v
the industry's largest cable company, T«le-Commum'eat|diis||g
TCI owned big chunks of tooth originally, and aow owiffi;S|^|r>
cent of the merged company.
;?f|y
Cable programmers, smaller cablejcontpaaifis, satelt|||^J £
owners, independent TV station 0wnersji»} 1ilm;|«^|yc|rtip^
want competitive markets
to-^ir^o^^te^-'dMljfi^^l^:TCl's grip on the market is already l» s|rcifi|:!hat If;ii
controls programming choices wheii y& decides
'"Qfl:ttS;. ' '

•^|:|(iw';heaf Aat o£>o^ir^||^i|^;:|ai|
tfcfthawti"
during pledge ?^/P^^-w^^(j^i^^^^|s^§
come subscribers, is no time -to^'slirt.'^^|'ApA4ii
taries,and so stations buy pi^r^cpgedr^ shews 1^
dicators who sell them to pblk and c@rn«ercial 1¥ alte
©1988 Pat Aufderheide
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